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CThere is a lot of interest today in the processes that
,

are inv03.ved in comprehension, ,`eartliculaily- in, reading comprehen-
-

Sion. Historically, research, on reading Ifias focused on the '

decoding aspects o the ProCess, and we have seen some-,real

aOthievertrents in this area. I ha e 'heard some very( knowledgeable-

persons maintain that We now have eitough knowledge about the decoding
m

aspe
, , r-

cts of reading least for such actica purposes as the
fr

\design of 'programs' for beginning reading instruction. ; None, I
think, would dare, to hake a similar claim f6r reading comprehension.

' But the time has co a`when progress canlbe made ij,...kire study 6f

comprehension processes. 1tffhrts4irci,tpat directiqn are _currently
being--,undertaken'by maw groups, and' sit would be 'interesting to
4atalogue the various ,approacheS . taken and discuss what they have

achieved so tar But instead of such a, state of-the-art paper, I
ail rests t myself in he most parochial manner tb, our own work:

Miller and I as well as a number of sttudents 'at Colorado, and

C4". to describe our work for -you, and point out tions for s\

. .

Teun Van pijk at Amsterdam, -are' trying 'to work out dertain -aspects

'a itsychologiOal Model of coMprehensidfi processes. I 'would like

" 4 .

problem tfiat' hab been' -of continuing interest: to 'educational

researchers , hamely readability..
e.

The terms 'comprehension" and "readability": are no easily

defined. At one point * the history o psychology,t,psychologjists.

talked abdtilt the' facialties that the mind pbisesthes, such as the
;114
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-ika'gination", "mernorrloe'-"moralataste". Some remnants
.

of this view are: still with us today.\ We say -4.7enny has an It)
. .

,of 112", as if intelligenc were' an inalienable persdnal possessio,
,Similarly,'we might.ay out a teXt that "it has a Flesch score, .

of 56". i. Readability i = onslidered here 1.property of the text .

4'1
. .'

'A number of reading eses hers have objected tothii praCtice an
readability,

A.....114. .,

' have -proc ,ilaimed. a J,interactioniSt.view where is
consider b the .eutcome of a readdr-tekt interaction. Mosf'.
4 , '

I : . .
,

.. t
,

texts ar6easy
/

to read for some people but hard foF otgers.
,

,.or easy.
:),

to read' ysome purposes hilt not for others. Stated thse
4

terms,y his ,interactionist POs49.on no more tharra rui,sm. For
Lip

to become fruitftl,some precis ideas about the 4hatu-te ,of: the

reader-text interaction are required. In `other words, we need a z.

- ,theory of compre erasion, not just mihiature moders of-certain ./ - ,
comtxxien'ts a ' comprehension procesvp;1 but a

-
model of how the

..... .

sptem as hole wbrks. 'It would be nice if wedould avoid the
1 ..obvious risk's that are involved in mode ins a system :of such

; .

come exkty. But the response of a compI.tii system can not always'

'predicted from the component respOnses; in-order to interv ene

succetsfully, we need some idea 'about how .Ehe -esystem as a who
,, . .

.;
, , . s-...

ea .

behaves. In genera, 4 text with_ long' sentences' is hard to ead,

but everyone knows by, now that this is notalways so, and short
sentences don!t necessarily .manse; a text easy 'to comprehend. In

generdl,' a certain .arnount_ of reitetition dit p rtsrnprehension,
`. but 'quite' absurd texts 'are-created, by taking this principle too ,

,.
,14te-rally.. Roger Shuy (1978) has .recently discussed some informative

I 4,
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examples of thisskind. Let me, add another one from our town

work.=.0ur mddel focuses' on 'the inferendes that a reader must
Ie
make in compreheriding a text, We have proposed the 'working'

hypothesisthae.the.more. Inferences a text requires) the harder

ii:becOmes tO.read.-,:iiut., as several author have noted,
. .

t.is
..easy to Maket4 :text tod:ekplicit (e.g. Meyer, '1975; Shuyc.-1978)...

Indeed, we observed some time ago that statling explicitly, in

'what everyreader. would quite' readily infer, confuses the,read

. (Keenan & Kintschk, 1074): the overly explicit.phrase is false y

- copsiderel by' the reader as an, indication of some cdmplexpliAl

ttle extthat is not thereat all, starting a train of useless.and,.

r.

confusing inferencet. In such a'case, therreadertries to. fibre

-out what subtle meaning, the,author thad intended. by giving what is

crovioy anyway - except of course that the/author had not intOilded

,Aything in particular and was merely trying to improve,readbiiitY.-

What'we need then, is.a-Nciplplete model that tellb Us under'

what-conditOns and why a 'long sentence might be better than several

ones; when repetitisonjo helpful and when it is simply idL-
,

tracting when something is better left implicit in a text, and

how ova- explicitness confuses the reader.

I

We thaVe.been trying to develop such a model, relying primarily ,

on,two sets-of etpirical'obSer.rations: the time it takes people to
.44

'r'ead texts, andfeWhat they can recall later. our plan is tosdesign

a model sq.that it predicts'reading,timeand ,recall data as well

ad possible, and thetn to-See what this model implies with respect'
:

to other interesting issues.
, 4



To model "comprehension" in, all its complexity. is either.

impossible 'or\ very hard to do.

fthe problem into a set of r

-Oan'beo4vdied in isOlation

what one Can do -decompose
.,

nably independent. coMpOnents that
.,-

and that -can then be combined to

eveiluAte their interactions. Thus .we are. treating comprehension"

.
. - .

as, a partiAlly decomposable system in the. terminology of Simon
. ,

.(1 474). I shall explain to you what the components of this dystein

d'. are and hoti we think they work.' l' shall be brief and informal:
, ..

a. paper published last fall in the .Psychological' Review by van Dijk
%

and myself descr-beS our 'theory more adeqUately, and I refer you

to that 'work .for all the details that I :lust necessarily neglect, in
. _ ,

this talk. I shall then present some readability and recall data

that test one component of the model. Finally, I shall tell you
. t

. t

about the further develoPment,of the model that is in pr
. -

and I shall mention' another' ,application of the model to

of` 'tactical educational 'interest.

The primary 'goal of our theory is to account for what peoPle

remember when th4y read a text, and to tell 'what makes a tex

easy-or hard to, read. .SLIDE 1. illustrate's the situation we re

dealing with. THere are "two givens: the text, and the readee
4.,

goals and PurpoSes. Actually, we are not reall' dealing wit.ji the

/,
text at *all; instead we can simplify our task -Considerably by

accepting as an input to our model a- semantic representatiOn of

the text rather than the real. thing. We .hand code the tent in
. .

a set of propositions - conceptual structures that' represent Athe

meaning of the text. This is done: in a nona-arbitrary, odified
A

, Y

4



but non.rnalgorit hit manner. a sense, this step is outside,A
the model.: we need it,'but we don'It as' yet kNw how to model it

exPlicitly, sO. we bypasiA.t.

but I:am confident that in a
4

parserststhat.is being dOn&to

This is a weakness of the theory,
.4

few years the work on` semantic
_ ,

dayt several institutions" will be

.843, far adVanced that we 'shall be,.able*to'boproWtnvii:result6 for

-our pur.pos and tc:iinCOrPoratelthem:into:this theory.

Note at the top of the slide the reader's.goals,N4h3ch are'

_represented hete in. terms'.of a Schema. 'Without Sucti,a Schema,

to control proOessing Our,model.couldWewOrk at all. lIf'we.are_

dealing. with an unspecified reader, we have no way' of ilirediCting:46

.

,

what he will get out ofa;.text. Both the reader and the text need
,

to bespecified: in a model, otherwise comprehension processes are
i

. .

not sufficiently.constiained tb be theoreticallexplainable.
.. b /.
A

.zany of you will rememper that Ernst Rothkopf ITV this very tame ,1

pant in his talk at 'tliese'meetingsl'two years ago. .
V .

f 2

Between the input propo itioxiscand'the control sdhema, there
. 0 . *.,

is a big black box shown ih yslide. They goal of our model is

to accounifof what happen inside th bla k box. (SLIDE 2)k 6 4

:.4

e hypothesize three levels'ofprocessing., The input propositions

are arrangedi1 .,a network called a c erence g p This .42.2done

e s4ple-,c5her e rules: Conne ions. are fOrmedon. the basis Of so

whenever two propositioh4 share an.argument. /That is, coerence

definedOmie,ip terths'of referential-tohrence aline.. At the

same time the coherence grAh is formed, the propbsitionre

grouped together>whenekrer they belong7to
\ A

is

the same facf. We might,

,

711
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.for instance, know that the ,driver of an. old VW Zost Control

on the *WI and Limas+ intb°4 parked pink Cadillac which is
N .

a lot of -PropOsitions, but they all belong to the same fact: an
.

accident, with .various participants, aircumetances,.and,modalities.
.

4,11olmaver,' not All of the facts related -in a teXt'arereleVant, and

icp.We need to.distingulsh further levels of kepieSe4tatiOrr, namely

the mAcrostriactufe of the text. The macrostructure results from .

N .

\ .

the operation of the macio-operator whiCh arq a set of abstraction,

or summarization, rules. Indeed, the macrostructure itself may
,

,

havy several levels, corresponding,-say, to a long abstract of the

text'and to ever more concise summarizations. Eventually, merely

a titld° is left.
"s.

c4 .

.f.

vYouilr immediately say "Does the world really,have to be

coi pliCated -"do we really need'all-theie levels?" ,Inorder toSO
4

recall, we need the

Mies thatiple make'

prel iglt which

167 level.

of the sgE level ors ?the lowest levt1 ofithe

portions of the input 1;eoplik

-In order to predict the s

of atte*tp we Deed hierarchical mac ostruct re. You can think
.

)I shall later give you demoas5r.atiofiNcxE the ole*that fact's =

ostludture,\And

..

plartin t theory.9 ' u Jr
ndee instead of makin4

N
he model simplerhilL needto

,r
.

0

make it muc ; more cdmplex - for what I have shown you 'here on this.

slide has no

we nee dir

summary here

don what

hance at all of workirig- In- order to.mak'e'it work,

from above (SLIDE .3) Oacan't arrive .a a
.

l

by wo4 rkpeupwaids from' the datOevel,(becatie we
- , -

in the data is reDevant and what is -riot and what
41. F--7-- e' k

.0,
is

.
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'can thereforelbe deleted or generalized. We need a schema that

tells Us what is relevant,stfiatsets up .eApectations, that calls

for certain, facts', .4ferring. thfimikf they are not directly.
,

represelted2in the input set. I have indicated this in the slid

by the redarrOws,; Technically, such afsystem_is modelled with
/

computer t4chniques that were first used!by thesCarriegie. group

on a speech redognition system called H4ARSAY. We are .using a

derivative of that system called AGE which is bqing develod by

'Nii and Feigenbaum at Stanford.'
. .

,

But.to show you what I am talking about, we'don't need'a. *

computer. The ,part of the model that is'fully developed at present

and ftom'which the readability predictions'are derived is the one

.that containhe coherence rules shown at the bottom of the slide..

)
It takes as its'input the set ofpropositions, ordered as they \

O

appear'in the te4 and constructs from it a coherent network,

identifying pla es

I shall illustra

where Thferences are required to obtain .coherdnce.

this construction of a'toherence graph with a

.sim04p.exrple. In order not to,sonfuse,you with technicalities

I shall surpress the propositions in the example and use English

text (AIDE 4) A Which -wbrd*groupsthat-roughl,y borrespond to

'underlying propbgitions are circled. Thus,the firat sentence

reads "TI'e Swazi tribe was at war. with a neighboring t.-.7ibe because

of a d' ute)over some battle' TLs sentence constitutes the

input.. our, first probessing 9) where a*cdhekent

networ is constructed with thefive,input propositions as nodes.

The "being at war" propositi4 is selectedas the superordinate
.44 -

.
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of the net (let's postpone the question of bow - that'belOngs'

to another component of the system with' whiCh the coherenceruled_

interact), and the other propositions are annexed to it by a very

simple rule: connect. all propositions which share a comm&ChirgU-

Ment.;In the.siide,-since I am not showing propositions) the way

S

thisf.rule'operates is not obvious, but it is an objective, algorithmit
. .

rule. Once,we have the grapi, we'prOcede to the next cycle. But

now the question arises which portion of the coherence. igraph just
"00

constructed should be retained in short-term memory so that the
.

graph constructed or the next cyOle Can be integrated with it.
t

-____7.-- i

dIt'won't'do to onstrUct a separate network each tiMeNe read a'
%

.t,

,.\,

\-2 CsenfInce.: We needto interrelate the information from all the
1

J \- sentences in a text: .--CT..deallk, we would like to keep the whole tree.

\and simply add the new propositions when we go to another sentence:

Aut people's p4pcessing capacities are limited:we cannot keep

arbitrarfay large amounts of informatiOn active in short-term
-

- '
.

----..

,'memory. Hence), we select a few propositions on each cycle, keep
A. q,

those in a shor-term memory buffer, while all
\
the, other, non-

.

seleed propositiops are relegated to inactive statusiri long-

, tetra memory. We need a rule or strategy that tells us which of

,the kopositions are to be kept. in the shor't-term Memory buffer.

We haye escribed such a stratelle.fn our paper, which, when used

here selects the three propositions circled by the broken red line.
t.

%

The ririndiple b 'the strategy is to favor proppsitions high

up in the graph (which tend to be important ones), combined`with

recency bi Again, I shall forego the details, wave my hqpd,

10
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and go to the, next slide. (SLIDE '6). We now-havi three old

propositions in shortterm memory, plus a new'Input, which reads

in English:

his younger

"Among the warrOrS were two unmarried men, Kakrg-and'

broker Gum." The task of the Comprehepder in this

model is to connett these six new propositions with the three' old.

'Jones still in short-terminemory. ( SLIDE 7) 7Ti is fails in- an

interesting way.. There are no concepts share d by the propositiohs

in the'buffer and the new input to connect the two sets. So the

model says: "Well,'maybe I kept the wrong propositions in my buffer.

I'll go back and. look at everything.I have in my long-term memory;

maybe there is something there that relates to the new
r

-- This we call'a,reinstatement search, and we hYiootheiii'e at it'

is.one of the things that makes people stumble when they, ead.a

text. '.If a text and a reader interact'in such a way that the reader

must perforth frequent reinstatement searchesi..then we have a text
. .

that is hard to read. In our example the reinstatement search.'

fails: there simply are no common concepts in the first two cycles.
am.

So our model builds a new graph, this time selecting "were two'Men"'

as its starting propositions-and.annexing the rest via''the cdnce t'

repetition rule. -It also may perform an inference at this poin _to
ti

interrelate the two graphs: e.

the Swazi tribe", or that "t

that "the warriors belonged to

people who fight in a war are

warriors". This is the kind o bridging inference that Clark

his'co leagues -have studied quite extensively

Again we select three propositions

buffer, and we go,t/the next sentence

11

and

(e.g. Havilland &

for our short-term memory

(SLIDE 8) "Kakra was 1411ed:

-4 ,
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N

in, a. battle". This :Omit thee is no probl

still hive "Kakra" in kM,,and the new sentence repeats that

concept, so we canidd ifto(\our graph, select aPbuffer set, and

continue reading. But that iienougirfor thisexample. I hope,
, ;

that it eibib1ed you to .get. some intuitive grasp of novi, this part:.4:.

of the modelworks.

What does it' do far. us? Two things, at this piAht. It

permits us to make some readability Predictions:, if the 'modelha's

to make lots of reinstatement searches,. Iota of inferences, then

we predict. that'peop).e will also 4m)e.a hard Of course, how
,.

often the model has to backtrack and go rummaging th2Ough its.

AonglzterM memory depends crucially on "eamount of short-term .
,,,

memory we give it. /Pour.example I have assumed abuffer size
.

of
,

ObvioUslY, if I had made it 1 or 2, there would have been

More reinstatement searthds. In:general, the bigger shqxt7terM
.4

..memory,.the less trouble 'the model has with a text.4hus, we need.

..

t.o.knoW'what'the modet's-parameters are before'wec make any
,

.. ,-., ..

speelfic.roadability predictions. :
i . . .

ir/ This brings me to:i, second point. By making same simple11,

.

assumptions about memory? we cat use recall data to estimate the

model paramgpers: Fitting the model to recall data has another
.

.'
\ ,..

,7+

-advantage:, it permits usto evaluatew well the modelfits With
.

, t

standard statistical procedures. The logic ofthi,s argume4t i4 ,

shown on my next slide (stIDElo).. In the first column we have

the 1.3 propositions/fro:Iv:the three serftences I have jUst,shown ('
de

. -

A .

you, The second cofumn shows how many subjecti (out of J.00 recalled

1 2



each propodition- on an irmirdiate free-recall;
jtest. 'You s e,

.
as typical, that there is quite a b* of vari,4iiitY,--there.
Now Cqnsider the miailel predigtions. ..T:I.,ssuinption we ''Make, -t-j

t.evety time a.,,,zropcisi.tion is pFocessed, it s sorlid in IITM

withriomepiobability 2. (which is another parameter of tile Model)
., ...\,

,
,1. propositionS.are at least once (we assiime.a, careful'

reader here , but this is not necessary). , some propoSitions, howeyer ,

are processed ore than once: for 'instanCe, 'Propositions 1, 2, and
3 were 'processed in the first cycle and then -they were processes}.:

again in the second 'cycle because ey, were held over in'STM,

Propodition 10 'in 4a.cti had two extra chances to be stored in LTM:
its was first p pOeiseci in the second cycle, -held over for the third,
and then hekover once more,for th$ fourth cycle. I have a`ust-

indica ed these extra processing chances by plusigns, in` Column .

..>
,

three, but in the actual model these would be a'.'setof stochastic
prediction equations. From here on 41 is easygoing: we find the
value of 2., the probability of. LTM-storage, in these; equations,
which generates the "best" predictions, Where best means the

minimum chi square on a goodness-of-fit test. If we do this, we
obtain a minimum chi-square value in our example of 36.35. For

12``d f this is pretty bad, land clearly indicates that the model
,

predicts a pattern of recall that just was not there in the data
But that is no reason to despair - maybe the model" waS right, and

merely ,our guess about the, size of the STM buffer was wrong! SO
J. Yy (

we try the same, thing again, deriving predictions as befVe .except

that we restrict STM ,so that it holds only two propositions. The"



* 7 I
res4ting predidtiops- the last 'column

and you'Setrthat now the pia' "ns seem to coires

high 'values in the data collmn, as they sholil& This is bib

out by the correspOnding;.mihiM4m.chi squareabf 19.14:. this xs

still not ii.erfectt ik You examine this table a little closer,

you see, that most of the tToub is caused by-proposition,13 (warrior

was killed "in a battle ") which inly 17. people recalled. The model

predicts 46, and this,discrepan y greatly inflates our minimum chi

square-.' Propositiond3 is essentially redundant: we know that there

Was a war, and Kakra was killed so most people simply don't bother

to write down in their recall protocol the redundant inforitiktion:i,
.14

that this happened "in a battle" The Kintsch and van Di]k model

actually has acomponent that deals with this kind of recall

suppression:, there are Production, riales that prey redundant-

Statements from beingexPressed under certain conditioni. Thus, the

low'reola of Proposition 13 is not 'really an embarrassment to the

V model, and is simply irrelevaht to the evaluation of the toherence

comRollent of the model. If we delete this proposition and recompute

our chi square, we obtain a vale of 2.81 for 11,df, which is a

more valid indication of the fact that, except for, small random

deviations, our model predicts the pattern of Wall remarkably.

well.

We stave folloWed this strategy to test the model in a large

experiment in which 20 paragraphs from various sources were used
34

as the material. The paragraphs, each about 80 words long, were

selected so that they would span.a, wide range of readability. In



er wards, .some of...91emwereprett.

.Sio far,:we have-analyzed ,the dat4:from -.-;lie P:::::°c

and recall.data.for.thesetextsVer inea-fromH,,

._ .,
. .

reca data were, just ...ea- I haVe sho

That is, only reprod q#1.17,c propositional recall was
5,

errors and Onstructio were ignored (Howeveic immedi

40 I

with Sildh Sh texts is kn most wholly

The reliability of the proposition scoring was .91
a'. f

experiment:

A question arises, however, when we co o the.operational

definition of readability. The'meaAre I at. er is an efficiency

statistic: reading, time per propoOti,n re lied'. Intuitively,

this measure appears io be more satisfactory than either reading

time, or amount recalled alone. Howeve , this measure did not

correlate in our corpus with ratings,of subjective readapiiity
A

(while uncorrected reading times dia) Vhich means that people's

intuitions differ about what reacability.really i.
. -

I now havp to giVe you ttle bit-more technical detail

about the model itself, spec ically &rut the model parAmeterd
V

that were estimated. In my exampl I have already introduced one

of them - the capacity of .the.' short - ,term memory bufferl In previous

work we have estimated his capacity to be 4 propositions; Jim

Voss at the University/of Pittsburgh has obtained an estimate of

°

two, but his buffer contained, in.ddaition, some macro-prOpositions,

so the two estimates are not incompatible. Another parameter of

the model that we need to be concerned with is the maximum input. -a.



e per cycle. i.e., the ,number- of ,proPoiltions accfti)ted %ach

time- r in the preseint version of the: models, input size is,,ddterMin0

\. by the \sentence-bOundaries in the text, except that'.when a sentence

too long-, a cycle-isjimcfted'io.I gropo4tions, where I,is toy.
,

estimated rom the &bta. The third and final parameter of the,

model that we estimate from the data is E the probability that

when a proposition isprocessed be stored in ITM and will 2
1 .

recalled SubseqUently <-

Quite crucial'to the model'is the strategy that _select s

pi opositidpns to be retained in the.short-term memory buffer from

ohe prOcessing cycle- to the next. In the,Kintsch & van Dijk paper.. :
1,4e deScribed.sudh-a strategy.' In the present work we haVe'.b ically

retained'this strategy, but modified it in some ways. Since

details would mean very little to most of this audience I shall

emit them here and refer you to a forthcoMing publication of this

work. The model, with t ese small

computer program, written in LISP,

tion lisi derived from a text with

Foi fixed Valp,es of the short-term

changes is formalized as a

that accepts as input a proposi-

indicationsiof sentence boundales.

memory and maximum input size

parameters h4 program process this input list in the manner

hypothesized by the model; thereby generating recall as well'as

readability predictions. The recall prediations thus obtained are

then-fitted-to the actual data by means of a minimum chi-square

procedure, which yields the third model parameter -'the learni.ng

probability .E - as well as a measure of goodness of .fit.



4.

11, for the Paragiaphs ,s6, fAr*analyz4d, these good

mess of at measure%werequite sdii tory. Theaverage Minimum .....-
t " it ',

'`._

chi square pen text was. 60 for/24/4"; ough that deviAtion

,

the data is thighiy signi icarit,;;
,,,

s absol e' size rather thah.-c

j
, .

Ets significance level is o e, inpOttant in 4 odness of 'fit tests,

%\
and that is fairly good her Our:_ best -fit ed text yielded a ,,

non-significant chi squat of is, while most. Of the texts were in

the40760.kange. .bralrf-0 a paragraphwas fitted really poorly

wish a minimum cbi sqU e (of 122. It was the most difficult text

oi the set, arid:the m0 '- with only the coherence mechanism at
"s7

its dispdtd1 ,couldn't handle that one. There was indeed,

a general re:' 4etionsh p between the goodness-of-fit values and

the difficultY Of til texts`: the easier the text, the'better the

fit of thb When you have to start making a ptiof inferences,

:Alen the clohernce rules alone are simply insufficient and need

help and gur'...,ance from other aspecti of the model to which I shdll
7

turn preSeritly.
1-

The.iib§st estimates of short-term memory capacity were in the

range to 5 propositions with a mean of 3.88. Maximum input

sizes ,#nged from 5 to ;8 proposrtions, .wish a mean of 6.2. They

mean earning probability was rather high for these short texts,

p=. 64.

put the most interesting results of tpis study are tpe

readability predictions. The small variations in the estimates of

the phort-ierm memory capacity for the ten different texts appear

tp be _unrelated to readability. The same is true for the leatning



----z---.*probabil#fty 2, which appears' to be mosU ,y.'de, ern nedtby.the,--7:
' 4 . . .4 .' - ' .

ropasition density of the teat. . The' th.4d" Parameter' Of the model'
is :or-e interesting: input Siz/ 1 correlates -. l 67 With r ada`biaity, .-

as stiown- in SLIDE, 11. ', For ex fts4lide 'Iliavj diVide the ten texts.

,- iiitei a tip of 3 easy; -4 medium,. a'neC1 3 hard, texts, based uP'On
.. r.7' * . ,',1-1 . '7,- 2,

*their. ending. times per proPositiod 'recalled, Fo the easy teXts

a.

more propositions are accepted per- Cyfile than \for the hard texts.,

"Input size 'IQ factO hOw. subjects _read a text; aid,

would be expected. >1
,

J
The most, -important factor in t-Ice model rel ated. to 7Seadabi

.

however the number of reinstatement _searched that are* made. in

processing each text, Reinstatement- searches are 'instances of' .

tO

bpcktracking:, the'. present rinput is not related to 'the 'propositions
4' -that were etained-in :§teta short-te Tentory buffer, the 'system has

to go back and bearck, its long-term memory for a possibre relation-
ship that would establish the coherencof.the text. 'SLIDE 12

.shows that our tnree , eAsy texts 'do not require any .reinstatement

searches, the three medium textSi..require on the average .53reinstate-
. ments, but this number increases to 1.f7 for the three hard eicts.

.

Overall reinstatements correlate x..62 with readability and about .

equally viith ;total all (--.9)
the. r nd, 'the number of inferences that haVe to beothee

made in reading a text in order to make it Coherent correlate much

less highly with'the readability statistics. .Bridging inferences

occur when a concept is not repeated from cycle to cycle, as, for
instance, in the example' \T g.ve you before where "war" was mentioned

4



,firstsentence, and waricTs".in the second.s know -.

from,,..the'}wOrk of Clark and others ,that suctiiiiTerences 'require
t

extra processing time, but apparentlyithis-effectas relatively
.

weak, compared with the extra effort involve in the. reinskat

SearC\T;e There.is an importal quali n here: many of the

bridging.inferenees;in ciurfliaterial were very easy and obvipus,

If'we:arkange thtgs
. .

as in. the example that I just mentioned.

so thatelt reader does not haVe the necessary knowledgebase-to.

make the inferences that the text. requires, they could be just as

rewurce consuminglasjeinstatgment Searthes, and Arn.more.so.

Such A case, in fact,-occurs in one of onr'textswhete'youtae to

know that Sloan was one of the tnedses who.appeared before Jude

Sirica the atOtgate triale -_,iInformation whipkdoes not'note appear

to be current amongkolorado undergraduateS.

I,don't want to, suggest,a-new xl.eadabiiity formula, but SLIDE 13

is an easy*way,to-summarize our. results: in our limiied,set of data

thq multiple correlktion,between six predictor variables and reading

difficulty (defined here as the number of 'seconds of reading time

per Proposition recalled on an immediate test) is a proud .97.

Most of the.variance is 'accounted for by the firSt two.factors - the

number of:reinstatements, as just disoussed, and the traditional

word frequency. j Two other factors make smaller con ibutions:

proposition densityjthtis the number43f words in tbe-text divided

-by the number of proPoSitions in its base) and inferences

The number of processing cycles (which is obvio ly related to the

traditional' sentence length vikriable as well as to the maRWum input

. .

10,



A size in the, present model) and the numbe) of different argument's,

Make 4glig0.ple contributi-dns. That w d Vequency nd sentence

'length are related to reading difficu y is no. news. at proposi.a .

tion .density' and .numb eir of different "atgUments* are so related

ereplicates some "of.. mit. ear ier .work. abOtti reinstatement searches,

Inf.erences,. 'and. npinber of processing cycles we' have' learneabifibm

the present mode3r. think they are important and nteresting

factors that de'serven'a lo.:.more scrutiny in tite tut re.'

The Flesph formula...1,y the waY, does not predict the
/. `,/`.

as defined here,;for,13fli''partrcular' set of p'aragraphs

predict raw reading times, liowetter, nd is al related
ratiOgs .of readability, _just tb comp icate the pict e a

Let 'Me re I have talked about ar::, % N . '

act'first

4

outlined a very .ex model: with several ante ac,
1

components. I .then -discussed in some detail one of ,these itortip

the coherence rules, I have pointed:but the implications that

=this part of the model has for recall data AS,, well'as for readability,

and p6:scribed. an experiment that testedthesethesreclidtiona.

seemed to be goingquite well with this rather simple convonent

of the model, so why then we need a more complex model, 'with:

acts, macrostructures, and?all that?

The basic problem is that at the level wejlave operated ,o

our.model is simply too stupid. Let's go tack tostilat' ,

.

example of the tribesmen Kakra and Gum; in the last sentence,

Kakra was killed. Slide 14 shows the three propo\sitions in the

STM buffer after that seritence, as well, as a new input sentence:



(k, .

"According to tribalicustom he was ntarrg,d subsequently ty
'4

. the woman Ami". (SLIDE Everything is fine -with ,the model:
# fr.-

the "Kakrg" in the buffer reappears in'.the,inpitt irentence,.fndp
(-) . / )

a nice; coherent graph structure is obtained. 'The computer doesri't
screar,.-'the model' aoein't hlink and- eyelid oth, a dead.man is being

married, while you as .readers 'at ihid point hatve experienced

capsiderablt.1;zzleinent with the text,-I,hope. That's what I

mean with the model being stupid - it is only.concerned' with the

cohererioe

real 'read
the text and doesn't care at all what you say. A

I. 7reject this text as 'nonsensical, or if he is
very:imac native, invent some appropriate teal custom, or, if
hekhowir biput ghost marriages, recognize Kakra's niarriage as an

instance of ost-marriage. In fdct, my example comes*frm a"

study done olorado by Donna Caccamise wh was concernedwithi
ago q o

the effect of knowledge on understandingo $ ipa gave her subjects,

anthropology lessons, in which they learried bout the cu-stom of
. ,ghost marriages, an a ghost-rriarriage the est son of a, family,

if he dies. withouIt an heir, is legally married, but his ,younger
brothertakes his plaCe until an,offspring is produced..

, COmprehensiAn requires knowledge, and the, way knowledge enters

into the present model is via the grouping of propositions on the

basis of the facts to which they b4g. A fact, once established,
4generatesexpectations about other, related. informatiOn in the text,
as well as about other facts. The way a fact is established in the
model is that 'an appropriate knowledge structure is pulled out of

the reader's knowledge store, and the text propositions are related

to that knowledge structure. Let us return to my earlier example.

21



. 1, j
,

(SLIDE 10: lmkthe first sentence wevere told that the Swazi

tribe was at war with a neighbor'ngtribe. This activates the -.
, 3.."-- I: ,

"War" frame - the Swazi tribe i inserted as the actor in this

war, the, neighboring tribe becomes the opponent, there is also a

cause. Manyother things thatOke erect when we hear' aboutiar,

,are at this point unspecified, but the system is ready for other

iinforma0.on. .rela.ted to this war. Therefore, the next sentence

's as no !surprise (SLIDE 17) : what `we have here is a further

ecification of 'the actor in the War - fact. (SIDE 18) The third

entence adds\an outcome. NOte that what I am showing here are

e actly the same propoSitions as in the coherence analysis the

only differelase is that we are now grouping' thesespropositions in
terms of the(!act relations. In Cycle 4 finally something

interesting hapens (SLIDE 19): we are no longer..talking about war

but about marriage. So the "Marriage" frame becomes the basis for

an organization of the input propositions,.but it faiii:".15-dead

Kakra does not Make a good husband. Thertefore - ifthd system knows

about ghgst-marriage - that frame iS called up, and now there are

noidifficufties,all of the information in the text fits into the

slots of the "Ghost-ma4riage" framik e, and no contraditions arise.

What have we :'gained, by this additional analysis? First,

consider the readability predictions again. In the coherence

analysis.Ve.predibted-trouble with the transition from the first

to-the second sentence, because there was no direllconceptual

overlap between them. A bridging inference was required - something

like "the.warriors belonged to the tribe at war". As our data

22
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have shown, such, bridging: infereqoes c o not necessarily make a

text harder to read, as long-as the reader has available the back-

ground knowledge to derive the..inferences. My re7analysis of this

text in terms of ita.undgrlying fact s ucture giveOus a somewhat
,

different pictures the bridging inference is still there but

since the appropriate knowledge structure, namely the war-frame is

already activated, it should - be an easy inference. On the other

hand, a major problem arises when the text shifts from war to

marriage: realizing that we are talking mil., about ghost-marriage

is no trivial feat, and readers:as well as the model are very likely

to experience mprehension problems here. A. second advantage of

our re-analysis is that the, facts provide a basis for dealing with
. -

inferences. Although the inference mechanisms themselves are not

the focus of our work at present, clearly they will be a%very

important part of a complete comprehension model. Finally,, the

fact analysis permits us ari easy transition to the topic of macro-

structures :.

Macrostructures, in this theory, are generated from a text

by the reader and correspond to what one usually calls its gist,

as expressed by .a summary or abstract. By their very nature,

macrostructures are hierarchical, corresponding to more and more

concise abtractit. useful to,fhink,of fact-representation
,

as the lowest level or e'maorostructurei. containing everything

that was in the text. The macro-operators Pick out from all these

facts only those that are relevant. In order to do this, they

must, of course know, what is-relevant. his guidance is provided

.by7the Control schema.



I can not go into any det il at this point, but as,alwayS

-refer you to othef publications, giving you just a brie,example
- 4

to illustrate how the model work Once moree we go beck to

Kakra and his ghost-marriage to se how the macrostructure

6 gradually evolves during the proces = ing of the to

In Cycle I; when only; he first sentence is professed, the hypothe-
,

sized macrostructure is a simple, gene alization of the input,

deleting every'thing that appears to be irrelevant at the time 2-

"Two tribes were at war". In Cycles,II\and III, another macro-
.

proposition is added each time: "Kakra and Gum were warriors", a d

"Kakra was killed". (SLIDE 21) In Cycle IV, however, a complete
. ,

reorganization is required. Because of theghost-marriage, different

facts now appear to te relevant. The fact that Kakra was unmarried

when he died, and that*he had a younger brother now appear as the

lresuppositions for the ghost-marriage, and a new macrostructure

is generated by the/model at this point, as shown in the 'slide.

Thus, if we asked subjects'to summarize our text after the third

Sentence, they would write something like .I showed you on the,-last

slide. But if we asked them to summarize after they had read the

whole story, a rather different summary would be obtained (as on

the present slide).

But what has all this to'do with education? 'I think it dogs

in two ways. The first thave already indicated in the beginning

Of this talk. It is the importance of having available a general

framework for the understanding of comprehension processes.

Educators deal,with problems involving comprehension'cm i day to

ti



day basis; they otiteu h e to make com ex decisions on the

spot. -Their best gui has been commo ense: we are all

experienced compre nders we all have had our comprehensidn

problems and ve developed reasonably.good intuitions about them.

RUt common sense will-help us only sofar. Ascientific, theoretical

Understanding of comprehension processes could be of great,help,

not in the sense that the tbeory could Solve every one of the

educator's problems in real time, but in the sense 'that_it would

provide the practician with another set of i tioris about

comprehension processes that would sharpen his or her perception

and make them more efficient problem solVers.
.

In addition, of course, there are the specific results that

work like this one produces. I have stressed here the implications

of tOe model with respect to the concept of readability. The model

gives us a more refined notion of what is involved in readdbility,
114

which may eventually have some practical consequences. but that

was just one example. It seems to rxiy admittedly biased eyes that

wherever I look in the educational literature I find another

potential area where this theory could be applied. And that is not

surprising. A really general theory of comprehengion ought to have

strong consequences for numerous educational questions! 4

I shall, take just a few minutes to tell you about one of

these. Mathemagenic behaviors, in particular, asking people

questions about what they are reading, have been investigated

extensively by educational psychologists. They seemed to hold a

lot of promise for improving learning from 'text, but when all .the

25
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research was in the results were a little birAisappointing.
ipt

It'Qati---hard to get really spectacular effects', ana there wee lots

, ofanconsistencies in the data. Nowifrom my point of view, and

the advantage'of hindsight, this is not surprising if you fook
-

at theature of that research' effoit. A good review of that

work' was writteniin 1975 by Anderson and .4iddle. Their main section

contained a discussion.of the following factors that determine the

effectiveness of adjunct questions: nature,of. testitems, positioning

and timing of questions,.responsd mode,'feedback, overt response,

motivation, and finally, just before "other factori" *comes the

"Nature of the Questions", with only four studies an it, dut'of a

reference list of 3 1/2 pages! But what kind of question you ask

ought to be the most important factor of'all! 'The problem is,. of
.

course, that in order to investigate this factor gpe needs to have

some kind of theory ofcompreheneion and of the possible roles

that adjunct questions might play.'

can not 'treat 'this subject here adequately, but can give'
g

you some.examples to show you how that could be donel Back, of

course; to Kakra and His ghost-marriage. Suppose that after the

mence "Kakra .dies in a battle",I had asked tHe reader "How does

the tribe provide for the inheritance of the family property and

status when an older son dies without an heir? ", In the' knowledgeable

reader; this question would have primed the ghost-marriage frame

and hence insured the correct comprehension'of the remainder of the

passage. Such a question very well might facilitate retention of

new material in the text. /6n the other hand, suppose we had asked

ti
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,1,1113tead; 'What was the ausesof Kakra's death?" This question

cloes not engage the reader in pi.ocessing'that'would help him

later on; the answer is .,merely computed from an already instantiated
a

a

framet) Therefote, such a question would have very little effect

beyond the better retention of the immediately querried item.

As'a third pdssibility, imagine a question that would be harmful
.

because it prompts the reader to set up the wrong expectations.

For instance, if after the first sentence 'in opr text, which says
,

-that there was a war because of a dispute over some cattle, we had

- asked the reader "What do you think happened 'to the cattle?", the

reader would wrongly focus on the dispute over the Cattle; and

organize the input propositions in terms p£ a Dispute-fact, which
. ,

would have to be_reiolaced in favdr of as War- factein the second
..

jarocessing cycle.. Thus, adjunct questions may have posi4ve,

negative or null effects,, depending upon how the process of
e7

question answering meshes with the .comprehension process If I

know that at a certain point in the text the re"ader wiil need a
I

concept that, according to the model he no longer has available in

his workihg memory, reinstating'that cohgept via a suitable question

ougheto help.. But asking about something that is in working

memory anyway will do little gpod. And if we ask our question

really Shrewdly, I bet we. can confuse the reader, too.
-

Anderson, and Biddle, in review I just cited, complain that
a

do not need another demonst ation that adjunct questions "work ".

:Ii.lateadi we need.to knoW why they,work and under wheat conditiohs.

A. model7like the present one will let you find out.why and when



Even an, incomplete model and one that is undoubtedly wrong in

many of its details is better in this respect thanno framework

at all, because it lets you ask' the gueitions you always wanted

to ask and didn't know how.
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the Swazi tribe

REINSTATEMENT SEARCH UNSUCCESSF

younger brother*Gum
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Coherence Analysis -Cycle 3:
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r with)

tribe)

pponent: (a neighboring tribe)

Cause: (because of)(a dispute over some cattle)
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(among the warriors)

(of (the Swazi e))
(were two(un

krcl and (

nent (a neighboring tribe)
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Cycle 137:

MARRIAGE: (was married)

Husband: (Kakrai) III I (Kakra dead)

Wife: (the woman (Ami))

Modality: (according to) (tribal custom)

Time: (after WAR)

GHOST-MARRIAGE: (was married)

Dead Man: (Kakra)

Younger, Brother: (Gum)ft

Wife: (the woman (Ami))

Modality: (according to (tribal custom))

Time: (after WAR)

4
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cros ruc u

`vo tribes were at .war.)

Cycle 11:

(two tries were at war)

(Kalov and Gurivwere warriors)

Cycle Da

(Kakra and Gum were warriors)

(Kakra wait killed)
54#
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